Information retrieval from speech is a key technology for many applications, as it allows access to large amounts of audio data. This technology requires two major components: an automatic speech recognizer (ASR) and a text-based information retrieval module such as a key word extractor or a named entity recognizer (NER). When combining the two components, the resulting final application needs to be globally optimized. However, ASR and information retrieval are usually developed and optimized separately. The ASR tends to be optimized to reduce the word error rate (WER), a metric which does not take into account the contextual and syntactic roles of the words, which are valuable information for information retrieval systems. In this paper we investigate different ways to tune the ASR for a speech-based NER system. In an end-to-end configuration we also tested several ASR metrics, including WER, NE-WER and ATENE, as well as the use of an oracle during the development step. Our results show that using a NER oracle to tune the system reduces the named entity recognition error rate by more than 1% absolute, and using the ATENE metric allows us to reduce it by more than 0.75%. We also show that these optimization approaches favor a higher ASR language model weight which entails an overall gain in NER performance, despite a local increase of the WER.
Introduction
Named entity recognition (NER) from spoken documents requires the combination of NER and ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition) systems. Hence, the overall system performance depends on both components. In this paper we investigate ASR-NER coupling issues from an ASR perspective.
Usually ASR systems are tuned empirically, in isolation, by selecting the parameters that minimize the WER (Word Error Rate). In order to establish if certain ASR tuning practices had a negative effect on NER performance, we firstly investigate the relationship between ASR performances in terms of WER and the effect of varying the ASR tuning methodology on named entity recognition error rate. We also investigate the use of other ASR evaluation metrics such as the NE-WER (Named Entity Word Error Rate) and the ATENE (Automatic Transcriptions Evaluation for Named Entity) for ASR tuning and compare the results with those obtained using the standard metric (WER). During this tuning step, we also use the NER system as an "oracle" to estimate what the best possible result could be.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: after a presentation of related work (Section 2), the experimental setup including task, data and models used in our study is described in Section 3. Next, Section 4 presents the achieved results along with an analysis and discussion. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Related Work
Over the last decades, ASR systems have commonly be tuned to minimize the WER, which represents the ratio of wrongly transcribed words among the total number of words to be recognized. Although, this is perfectly appropriate in a stand-alone approach, one may wonder whether WER minimization is still the best way to tune ASR systems as soon as they are to be coupled with other natural language processing components? Previous work on coupling or embedding ASR within other Natural Language Processing (NLP) modules studied the effects of WER on the global application performance. Thereby [1] in the context of speech translation, [2] in the context of keyword spotting, [3] in the context of named entity recognition, and [4] in the context of spoken language understanding argued that the WER is not always best correlated with the application performance.
In the context of speech translation, the work of [1] and [5] on ASR tuning for speech translation demonstrated that ASR should be optimized considering a translation evaluation metric (e.g. BLEU) instead of the traditional WER. They observed that a larger language model (LM) weight gave better speech translation performance although it locally lead to an increased WER for ASR proper.
In the case of information retrieval (IR) from speech or named entity recognition on speech, we found no work describing a specific ASR tuning study. However we found studies proposing alternative metrics to evaluate ASR in the case of NER from speech. Thereby [6] proposes NE-WER (Named Entity Word Error Rate) and lately [3] proposes ATENE (Automatic Transcription Evaluation for Named Entity).
NE-WER is an error rate calculated only for words belonging to a named entity. In their study [6] authors show that NE-WER correlates better than WER with keyword spotting performance in the case of the TREC evaluation results.
With ENE is the number of words incorrectly transcribed inside named entities and NNE is the total number of words occurring inside named entities in the reference transcription. ATENE provides an estimation of the additional difficulty introduced by ASR errors for NER. This estimation is calculated by computing the difference between the probability of having a named entity in the reference and in the ASR hypothesis at the same position. Probabilities are given by a Maxi-mum Entropy [7] statistical model. In their study the authors show that ATENE correlates better than WER with the NER performance in the case of the ETAPE [8] and QUAERO [9] evaluation campaign data. Equation 2 gives the formula for this metric.
AT EN E = −100
AT EN E DS + AT EN EI 2
AT EN EDS, given by 3, mesures the risk of entities deletion and substitution introduced by ASR transcriptions. AT EN EI , given by 4, mesures the risk of entities insertion (false alarm) introduced.
AT EN EDS
Δp is the difference of probability calculated between words in the reference and in the ASR hypothesis at the beginning and end of entities. Thanks to the MaxEnt model, the probabilities take into account the contextual information around the target words. N is the number of named entities in the reference.
AT EN E
ΔPS is the difference between the probability of having at least one false alarm in a text segment between two named entities. NS is the number of such text segments.
Previous work on ASR based natural language processing applications suggests that it may be beneficial to specifically tune the ASR system to optimize the overall embedding application, and that the WER is not necessarily the best metric in this case.
Task and data

Named entity task description
Since its creation in the MUC conferences [10] , the Named Entities Recognition task has become a crucial step in numerous language processing applications [11] . The task consists in detecting, classifying and decomposing all mentions of named entities which are, in a loose approximation, objects and concepts of the real world the discourse is referring to. Numerous annotation schemes with varying degrees of complexity and coverage exist. This study makes use of a hierarchical annotation scheme [12, 13] , which was originally developed for French evaluation campaigns, but also extended to English and other languages. It proposes a structural organization of complex named entities and provides a better coverage than most other schemes. ASR tuning methods validated using this complex annotation scheme should easily port to simpler Named Entity (NE) schemes.
The taxonomy involves seven classical named entity classes: person, location, organization, function, product, temporal expression and amount. Annotation rules include two levels, the first level consists of a full entity classification and the second one of the entities' decomposition into differently typed slots. The taxonomy is hierarchical with a number of sub-types, and the annotation recursive, entities may be included in other entities. Figure 1 illustrates this extended annotation.
This annotation scheme has been used during two evaluation campaigns, in 2010 within the French Quaero [14] campaign. ETER (Entities Tree Error Rate) [16] is the corresponding metric to evaluate the task in both manual and automatic transcription conditions:
where I and D represent the number of inserted and deleted entities determined through an alignment of reference and hypotheses annotations. E(er, e h ) indicates the sum of classification and decomposition errors in aligned reference and hypothesis entities. And N is the total number of entities in the reference. The ETER metric is similar to the Slot Error Rate [17] while providing a more elaborate classification/decomposition error estimation. It can be seen as an error enumeration metric, conceptually similar to WER. An interesting property (and that can be seen in the formula) is that the metric can be decomposed in its individual parts, insertions (I), deletions (D) and substitutions (E). Theoretically, optimizing a full ASR-NER application requires a joint minimization of ASR-NER metrics. In practice, this is difficult to implement and even often impossible, as the composing ASR and NER subsystems may either come from different organizations or (and) be developed at different timelines. In the next section, we propose an alternative to avoid or at least to alleviate this problem. If ASR tuning can be carried out using a metric which better correlates with the final NER metric than standard ASR WER does, the presence of the NER system becomes less crucial.
Data description
The training data consists of a hundred hours of speech from various broadcast sources which were first provided during the ESTER evaluation campaign [18] , and then annotated in named entities during the Quaero 1 project [13] . The development data set consists of approximately 8h20 of speech from various broadcast sources. All data are manually transcribed, and annotated in named entities according to the [12] guidelines. Table 1 provides some statistics about the QUAERO corpus in terms of number of words and named entities. In this paper we use the ASR dev data, which is roughly half of the NE test data.
ASR system
We used in this experiments the LIMSI ASR system which is widely described in [19, 20] . It is a state-of-the-art system, and the last stage was changed to generate large lattices. That allows to efficiently generate multiple 1-best outputs with different tuning parameter values. 
NER system
The NER system used in our experiment is based on CRF (Conditional Random Fiels). The model was trained on the QUAERO training data set using the WAPITI software [21] . The model is based on the following set of features:
• In order to deal with the hierarchical structure of the QUAERO named entity definition, we use a set of combined labels. Each token is associated with a combination of the type and the component labels associated to it. The classical BIO schema was used. This leads to a set of 1700 possible labels.
To check its performance, we applied this model on the ETAPE 2 test data [15] which follows the same NE schema. Our model obtains an Entity Tree Error Rate (ETER) [22] of 41.7% which would rank this system at the 6th position on 11 systems given the results of the evaluation campaign.
Experiments, results and analysis
Objectives
Our aim is to investigate the impact of the ASR tuning and the ASR error metrics on the NER performance. We structured our experiments in two steps:
• studying the impact of the tuning parameter changes on the different metrics we are investigating (WER, NE-WER, ATENE, and final post-NER ETER score) and check which has the best correlation with the final ETER;
• evaluating the final quality of the output when tuning on the different metrics (WER, NE-WER, ATENE), plus, as an informative data point, comparing with the result of a full end-to-end "oracle" tuning with the NER system in the loop.
Tuning and experimental runs
Two tuning parameters were optimized in our study:
• The language model (LM) weight which balances the scores contributions from the acoustic and language models. The LM weight (LMW) was varied between 0 to 80 in increments of 2.
• The word insertion penalty which was adjusted for each LM weight in order to optimize each metric (WER, ATENE, NE-WER and ETER).
Each time these two parameters are changed on the development set the WER, ATENE and NE-WER are computed on the ASR output. The NER system is then applied to the generated ASR output and the named entities error rate is measured using ETER. This procedure entails a large number of ASR and NER runs.
Since we have both transcriptions and named entity reference annotations only for development corpus of QUAERO, a cross validation was performed by splitting the data into seven parts (around 460 named entities each), using five of them for the tuning and the remaining two for evaluating the result. Five out of seven giving 21 possibilities, all of them were run and the final evaluation scores then correspond to the mean of all 21 individual results.
Experimental results
Decoder tuning and NER performance
Our first experiment was to study the impact of changing the tuning parameters on our metrics of interest: WER, NE-WER and ATENE. For comparison purposes, we also applied the NER system to the ASR system output to measure the actual final ETER score. We changed the LMW and, for each value, optimized the word insertion penalty to reach the best score for the metric of interest. This gives the results in Figure 2 , where each dot represents the mean of all measures obtained for a given LMW on all 21 development sets. Taking a look at the two plots on the top of Figure 2 corresponding respectively to WER vs LMW and NE-WER vs LMW, we can observe that for these two metrics the optimal performances are obtained for a value of LMW around 30, while a larger LMW (>50) give the best score for ATENE (bottom left) and for NER performances (bottom right). This result is in line with those presented in [1] where the authors reported that a larger LMW gives a better speech translation score.
In order to check which ASR error metric best correlates with the NER error metric, we measured correlations between the results of the NER metric (ETER) and the results produced by the three ASR metrics (WER, NE-WER and ATENE). Figure 3 shows the linear regression of WER, NE-WER and ATENE vs ETER. 
Figure 3: Pearson correlation between NER error metric (ETER) and ASR error metrics (WER, NER-WER and ATENE)
As we can see, ATENE (0.93) correlates better than WER (0.88) and NE-WER (0.85) with the actual NER system performance. ATENE can thus be considered a better predictor of the NER results than the other two metrics.
End-to-end results
To assess the full impact of the ATENE-based tuning regimen, we selected the optimal tuning parameter values chosen by each metric, and then run and evaluated the NER system on the resulting hypotheses. In addition, we also ran a tuning step with the NER system in the loop to estimate what the best possible result could be, which we call the "oracle" run. We followed the same data/test split methodology as in the previous experiment. The results shown correspond to the mean of the 21 individual results. Results are shown table 2.
As shown in Table 2 , the optimization of the LM weight and word insertion penalty using the NER system performance directly leads to an absolute 1.09% ETER improvement as compared to the optimization based on WER. Therefore if the NER system of the final application is available for ASR developers, it will be beneficial to use it directly to tune their system. However, if the NER system is not available, using ATENE can be considered a good alternative to WER since it provides an absolute gain of 0.78% of ETER. By checking the value of the ASR feature weights, we found that a relatively large LM weight value is obtained both when using ATENE (56) or the NER performance (58) as a tuning metric. A possible explanation is that by putting a higher weight on the language model, the ASR will generate more grammatically structured sentences. This may be preferred by the NER system, hence a better ETER score, despite an increase in WER.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper we investigated different ways to tune ASR systems for a speech-based NER system. We tested several ASR metrics, including WER, NE-WER and ATENE. Our experiments were run in two different perspectives. First, the NER system was unknown during system development; second, the NER system was known (oracle). Results show that when using a NER oracle for ASR tuning, the NER error rate drops by more than 1% absolute, while the first configuration achieves at best a 0.75% gain with the ATENE metric. We first studied the impact of the tuning parameter changes on different ASR metrics such as WER, NE-WER, ATENE. This leads to the observation that the optimal language model weight changes with the metrics. In addition, and in line with the conclusion presented in [1] in the speech translation field, we observed that the optimal NER performance is reached with a higher LM weight than a WER-based optimization provides. We thus studied the correlation between these ASR metrics and the NER performance, and reached the conclusion that within the tested metrics ATENE is providing the best prediction for NER performance. Secondly, we measured the final NER performance on the ASR system outputs corresponding to the different optimization points provided by the ASR metrics, and compared the NER score with the best possible value reachable with the NER system in the optimization loop. This experiment has shown that WER is not optimal, and that optimizing on the ATENE metric allows to recover 70% of the performance loss compared to the maximum possible gain (oracle).
The optimisation experiment presented in this work is extremely simple and already yields an interesting gain while adjusting only a low number of parameters (language model weight and word penalty) during the tuning procedure. This shows that some ASR tuning can be done without explicitly knowing the subsequent NER system. We also show that the proposed optimization entails a higher ASR language model weight which results in better NER performance, despite a local increase of WER.
As a future work we aim to explore more ASR parameters including the decoding algorithm, number of Gaussians or features used in the HMM. We also think that the NER system should be adjusted to better deal with ASR errors that we cannot eliminated, which will require a better understanding of the impact of ASR errors on the NER system.
